INTRODUCTION
The approximation of a probability measure ,U on the Bore1 sets 9 of Rd by an empirical measure ,u, constructed from A',,..., X,,, a sample of independent random vectors with common probability measure ,u, has been of interest to statisticians for different applications. The classical empirical measure ,u, is defined by where Z is the indicator function.
Let where cpl is a subclass of 9. Steele [ 121 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the almost sure convergence to 0 of U,,. Dudley [4] studies the convergence in distribution of fi U,, and Gaenssler and Stute [7] give a comprehensive survey of the literature on empirical measures. We want to find good upper bounds for that do not depend upon p. Obviously, U,, = 1 when a = 9 and p is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Also, U, = 1 when @ is the class of all convex Bore1 sets, and ,U puts its mass uniformly on the surface of the unit sphere (Rao [lo] ). These classes are too rich.
On the other hand, if @! = (A } is a singleton set, then P{ U, > E} < 2e-2nE2 (1.1) by Hoeffding's inequality (Hoeffding, [ 151) . There exists a universal constant c such that P{ U, > e) < cs(G& n2) e-2nr*. (2) 67 = 1(-w, a,]x a--x(-w, a,] 1 -a3 Q a, < +a~,..., -a3 <a,<+co}:
s(oT, n) = (1 + n)". The proofs of these inequalities use straightforward combinatorial arguments; most of them are summarized by Vapnik and Chervonenkis [ 131 and Feinhloz [6] .
Note. For small E, the bound in (1.6) becomes very close to 4s(6!!, n2) e-2nE2. For GI! = {A}, it is just twice as large as Hoeffding's bound (1.1).
PROOF OFTHE THEOREM
Define n' = n2 -n, T = (X, ,..., X,), V = (X,, , ,..., X,, + n ,), where X, ,..., Xnz are independent identically distributed random vectors from Rd with probability measure p. Let ,u, and ,uV be the classical empirical measures for T and V, respectively. For each Bore1 subset A of Rd, let and define Also, let P, P, and P, be the probability measures induced by the overall sample (T, I'), T and I/ in Rn2d, R"d and Rnfd. We will first show that for O<a<l,c>O,
Indeed, notice that o > E implies that I,u(A *) -,u&I*)I > E for some A* E (2' (depending upon 7'), and that on {a > E}, {[,+(A*) -p(A*)l <a&} c (pAe > (1 -a)~} G {p > (1 -a)~}. Thus, > i dp,
Let (T,, Vi) denote one of the possible n2! permutations of (T, V), and let pA(i), p(i) be defined as pa, but with (Ti, Vi) replacing (T, V). Two sets A and B from Rd are equivalent for (T, V) if A n (X, ,..., X,2) = B n (X ,,..., X",). where p(,,,, is the classical empirical measure for (T, V), and where we used Hoeffding's inequality for sampling without replacement from n2 binary-valued elements with sum nap,,,,, (A) (Hoeffding [ 15 ] ; Serfling [ 11 I). Taking expectations on both sides of (2.1) gives P(p > (1 -cf)&} < s(M, nZ) ,-2tz+4ant'+4Ez.
Collecting bounds yields P(u > E} < 2s(U, n') 1 1 -(1/4cf*&*n') e(4anE2t4f9 e-2nd < 2e'4dYt 4r*1 1 \ 1 -y*/2 ~(67, n') e-2nE2, when a = l/yns, n > 2, 0 < y < fi. For y = 1, we obtain P(a > c) < 4ec4s+4E2's(Q!, n') e-2nr2.
Note. We have in fact shown that P{ U, > E) < 4e'4c'4"*'e-2n~2E{Nnr(X, ,..., X,,)).
In many cases, this bound is considerably smaller than (1.6).
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